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INTRODUCTION

I Overview and tooling for temporal Gaussian
process (GP) modeling with non-Gaussian
likelihoods.

I By reformulating the GP into a state space
model, inference can be done in O(n) time
complexity.

I Means of combining efficient state space
methodology with approximate inference
schemes for non-Gaussian likelihoods.

I Covered approximate inference algorithms:
. Laplace Approximation (LA)
. Variational Bayes (VB)
. Direct KL minimization (KL)
. Single-sweep Expectation Propagation (EP) /

assumed density filtering (ADF)
I Code is available in the GPML toolbox v. 4.2.

TEMPORAL GAUSSIAN PROCESSES

I GPs [2] are handy probabilistic tools for
regression and classification

I Consider a dataset of input–output pairs:
D = {(ti , yi)}ni=1

I The GP model can be written as:

f (t) ∼ GP(m(t), k(t , t ′)) GP prior

y | f ∼
n∏

i=1

P(yi | f (ti)) Likelihood

I The prior assumptions are encoded in the
covariance function k(·, ·)

I Latent posteriors are searched in the form:

Q(f | D) = N
(

f
∣∣∣m + Kα, (K−1 + W)−1

)
(1)

I In the Gaussian likelihood case: yi ∼ N (fi , σ
2
n);

the inference is exact:

W = Iσ−2
n

α = (K + W−1)−1(y−m) = solveK(W, r)

log ZGPR = −1
2

[
α>r + ldK(W) + N log(2πσ2

n)
]

I Direct application of these expession leads to
O(n3) computational complexity

STOCHASTIC DIFFERENTIAL
EQUATION (SDE) FORMULATION

I Instead of working with the covariance function,
the latent can be expressed in terms of an SDE

I This is a continuous-time model [3], [6]:
d f(t)

d t
= F f(t) + L w(t), f0 ∼ N (0,P∞)

I w(t) is the driving multidimesional white noise
I The original latent can be evaluated at t by

f (t) = H f(t)

I F,L,H,P∞ are determined from the covariance
function

DISCRETE-TIME
STATE SPACE MODEL

I Solve the SDE between data points (equivalent
discrete-time model):

fi = Ai−1 fi−1 + qi−1; qi−1 ∼ N (0,Qi−1)

I Parameters of discrete model:
Ai = A[∆ti ] = e∆ti F,

Qi = P∞ − Ai P∞A>i
(2)

I Advantages of the state space model:
. Inference can be done in O(n) space and

time complexity
. This is done by running Kalman filtering (KF)

and Rauch–Tung–Striebel (RTS) smoother
algorithms

. Evidence computation and its derivatives
scales also as O(n)

FAST COMPUTATION OF Ai AND Qi
PROBLEM:

I Parameters of the solved SDE (2) depend on
matrix exponents: e∆tiF

I Many different ∆ti lead to expensive
computation of matrix exponents

SOLUTION:
I Mapping ψ : s 7→ esX is smooth, hence use

interpolation ideas (similar to KISS-GP [4])
I Evaluate ψ : s 7→ esX on an equispaced grid

s1, s2, .., sK , where sj = s0 + j ·∆s
I Use 4-point interpolation:

A ≈ c1Aj−1 + c2Aj + c3Aj+1 + c4Aj+2.
Coefficients {ci}4i=1 are efficiently computable

I As shown below, this gives additional speed-up
compared to the standard state space approch
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likelihood lower bound takes the form

logZ ≥ logZKL =

−1

2

[
α>mvmK(α) + ldK(W)− 2

∑

i

`KL(fi)− 2ρKL

]
,

where the remainder ρKL = tr(W>∂ldK(W)/∂W) can
be computed using computational primitive 4.

2.9. Assumed density filtering (ADF) a.k.a.
single-sweep Expectation propagation (EP)

In expectation propagation (EP) (Minka, 2001), the non-
Gaussian likelihoods P(yi|fi) are replaced by unnormal-
ized Gaussians ti(fi) = exp(bifi − Wiif

2
i /2) and their

parameters (bi,Wii) are iteratively (in multiple passes) up-
dated such that Q¬i(fi)P(yi|fi) and Q¬i(fi)t(fi) have k =
0, . . . , 2 identical moments zki =

∫
fki Q¬i(fi)t(fi) dfi.

Here, Q¬i(fi) =
∫
N (f |m,K)

∏
j 6=i tj(fj) df¬i denotes

the cavity distribution. Unlike full state space EP using for-
ward and backward passes (Heskes & Zoeter, 2002), there
is a single-pass variant doing only one forward sweep that is
know as assumed density filtering (ADF). It is very simple
to implement in the GP setting. In fact, ADF is readily im-
plemented by Algorithm 2 when the flag “ADF” is switched
on. The marginal likelihood approximation takes the form

logZADF =

−1

2

[
α>mvmK(α) + ldK(W)− 2

∑

i

log z0
i − 2ρADF

]
,

where the remainder ρADF collects a number of scalar terms
depending on (b,W,α,m).

3. Experiments
The experiments focus on showing that the state space for-
mulation delivers the exactness of the full naı̈ve solution,
but with appealing computational benefits, and wide appli-
cability over GP regression and classification tasks. Sec. 3.1
assesses the effects of the fast approximations of Ai and
Qi. Sec. 3.2 demonstrates the unprecedented computational
speed, and Sec. 3.3 presents a comparison study including
12 likelihood/inference combinations. Finally, two large-
scale real-data examples are presented and solved on a stan-
dard laptop in a matter of minutes.

3.1. Effects in fast computation of Ai and Qi

In the first experiment we study the validity of the inter-
polation to approximate matrix exponential computation
(Sec. 2.4). The input time points of observations ti were
randomly selected from the interval [0, 12] and outputs yi
were generated from the sum of two sinusoids plus Gaussian
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Figure 1. Relative differences in logZ with different approxima-
tion grid sizes for Ai and Qi, K, of solving a GP regression
problem. Results calculated over 20 independent repetitions,
mean±min/max errors visualized.
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Figure 2. Empirical computational times of GP prediction using
the GPML toolbox implementation as a function of number of
training inputs, n, and degree of approximation, K. For all four
methods the maximum absolute error in predicted means was 10−9.
Results calculated over ten independent runs.

noise: yi = 0.2 sin(2π ti + 2) + 0.5 sin(0.6π ti + 0.13) +
0.1N (0, 1). The ∆tis were exponentially distributed since
the time points followed a Poisson point process generation
scheme. All results were calculated over 20 independent
realizations.

For each generated dataset we considered GP regression (in
the form of Sec. 2.5) with a Gaussian likelihood and Matérn
(ν = 5/2) covariance function. Initially, all the matrices Ai

and Qi were computed exactly. The results were compared
to the approximate results of those matrices with various
number of interpolation grid pointsK. The absolute relative
difference between the approximated and not approximated
marginal likelihood and its derivatives were computed. The
results are given in Figure 1. The figure shows that the
relative difference is decreasing with the number of grid

Figure 1: Empirical computational times of GP
prediction using the GPML toolbox implemen-
tation as a function of number of training inputs,
n, and degree of approximation, K .

COMPUTATIONAL PRIMITIVES

The following computational primitives allow
to cast the covariance approximation in more
generic terms:

I Linear system solving:
solveK(W, r) := (K + W−1)−1r

I Matrix-vector multiplications: mvmK(r) := Kr
I Log-determinants: ldK(W) := log |B| with

well-conditioned B = I + W
1
2 K W

1
2

I Predictions need latent mean E[f∗] and
variance V[f∗]

SPINGP:
I The first two computational primitives are

calculated using SpInGP [5] approach:

solveK(W, r) = Wr−WGR−1G>Wr
mvmK(r) = GT−1QT−>G>r

I Matrices R,T and Q are defined via Ai and Qi ,
see paper [1]

KF AND RTS SMOOTHING:
I The last two computational primitives are

solved by Kalman filtering and RTS smoothing
I Predictions are computed by primitive 4 and

then by propagation through likelihood

COMMENTS:
I Derivatives of computational primites, required

for learning, are computed in a similar way
I SpInGP involves computations with

block-tridiagonal matrices. These computations
are similar to KF and RTS smoothing (see
paper [1] Appendix)

APPROXIMATE INFERENCE

LAPLACE APPROXIMATION (LA):

I Second-order Taylor expansion around the
mode of the posterior (1)

I Mode is found by Newton method
I Evidence approximation: log ZLA =

−1
2

[
α>mvmK(α) + ldK(W)− 2

∑
i logP(yi |f̂i)

]

VARIATIONAL BAYES (VB):

I Lower bound the likelihood terms:
logP(yi |fi) = maxWii

bi fi −Wii f
2
i /s + h(Wii)

I Inference is cast as a sequence of LA with
smoothed log likelihood

I log Z ≥ log ZVB =

−1
2

[
α>mvmK(α)+ldK(W)−2

∑
i `VB(fi)−2ρVB

]

DIRECT KL MINIMIZATION (KL):

I Gaussian approximation to the posterior is
assumed. Variation lower bound is minimized

I Inference is cast as a sequence of GP
regressions with convolved likelihood

I log Z ≥ log ZKL =

−1
2

[
α>mvmK(α)+ldK(W)−2

∑
i `KL(fi)−2ρKL

]

ASSUMED DENSITY FILTERING (ADF):

I Equivalent to single-sweep Expectation
Propagation (EP)

I Estimation of evidence and its derivatives in
only one pass of Kalman filter

EXPERIMENTS

I We show superior computational scaling with
exact handling of the latent (Figure 1)

I A robust regression (Student’s t likelihood)
study example with n = 34,154 observations

I A new interesting data set with commercial
airline accidents dates scraped from Wikipedia
[7]

I Accidents over the time-span of ∼100 years,
n = 35,959 days

I We model the accident intensity as a Log
Gaussian Cox process (Poisson likelihood)

I The GP prior is set up as:

k(t , t ′) = kMat.(t , t
′) + kper.(t , t ′) kMat.(t , t

′)
I Figure 2 shows the results for modelling the

intensity of aircraft incidents

DISCUSSION

I This paper brings together research done in
state space GPs and non-Gaussian
approximate inference

I We improve stability and provide additional
speed-up by fast computations of the state
space model transitions

I We provide unifying code for all approches in
GPML toolbox v. 4.2
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CODES

The code is published as part of the GPML toolbox:
http://www.gaussianprocess.org/gpml/code/
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3.5. Airline accidents

Finally, we study the regression problem of explaining the
time-dependent intensity of accidents and incidents of com-
mercial aircraft. The data consists of dates of incidents that
were scraped form (Wikipedia, 2018), and it covers 1210 in-
cidents over the time-span of 1919–2017. We use a log Gaus-
sian Cox process, an inhomogeneous Poisson process model
for count data. The unknown intensity function λ(t) is mod-
eled with a log-Gaussian process such that f(t) = log λ(t).
The likelihood of the unknown function corresponds to
P({ti}|f) = exp

(
−
∫

exp(f(t)) dt+
∑n
i=1 f(ti)

)
. How-

ever, this likelihood requires non-trivial integration over the
exponentiated GP. Møller et al. (1998) propose a locally
constant intensity in subregions based on discretising the
interval into bins. This approximation corresponds to hav-
ing a Poisson model for each bin. The likelihood becomes
P({ti}|f) ≈ ∏N

j=1 Poisson(yj | exp(f(t̂j))), where t̂j is
the bin coordinate and yj the number of data points in it.
This model reaches posterior consistency in the limit of bin
width going to zero (N → ∞) (Tokdar & Ghosh, 2007).
Thus it is expected that the results improve the tighter the
binning is.

We use a bin width of one day leading to N = 35,959
observations, and a prior covariance structure k(t, t′) =
kMatérn(t, t′) + kperiodic(t, t

′) kMatérn(t, t′) capturing a slow
trend and decaying time-of-year effect (period one year).
The model state dimension is d = 30. For inference we
used ADF (single-sweep EP, Sec. 2.9). All hyperparameters
(except the period length) were optimized w.r.t. marginal
likelihood, such that we first obtained a ball-park estimate of
the parameters using one-month binning, and then continued
optimizing with the full data set.

Figure 3 shows the time-dependent intensity λ(t) that show
a clear trend and pronounced periodic effects. The time
course of the periodic effects are better visible in Figure 4
that show the gradual formation of the periodicity, and the
more recent decay of the winter mode. We omit speculation
of explaining factors in the data, but assume the effects
to be largely explained by the number of operating flights.
We further note that a wider bin size would deteriorate the
analysis of the periodic peaks (they become ‘smoothed’ out),
thus justifying the need for the large N as speculated above.

4. Discussion and conclusion
Motivated by the computational constraints imposed by
analytic intractability in the non-conjugate setting and cubic
scaling, we propose to extend the state space representation
of Gaussian processes to the non-Gaussian setting. We cast
a range of approximate inference schemes using a small
set of generic computational primitives to enable a unified
treatment and show how to implement them using scalable
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Figure 3. Intensity of aircraft incident modeled by a log Gaussian
Cox process with the mean and approximate 90% confidence re-
gions visualized (N = 35,959). The observed indicent dates are
shown by the markers on the bottom.
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Figure 4. The time course of the seasonal effect in the airline acci-
dent intensity, plotted in a year vs. month plot (with wrap-around
continuity between edges). Markers show incident dates. The
bimodal yearly effect has started receding in the previous years.

algorithms relying on Kalman filters and dynamical system
theory. We propose to use convolution interpolation to
accelerate the expensive matrix exponential computations,
which further reduces the runtime by a factor of two. We
demonstrate computational benefits on a number of time
series datasets to illustrate the tradeoffs and the achievable
accuracy as compared to the dense setting.

Possible drawbacks are related to the cubic computational
complexity in model state dimension (e.g. when consider-
ing several products of covariance functions), and problems
related to floating point precision accumulating in the recur-
sions when n is very large.

Overall, we conclude that for accurate scalable inference in
GP time series, the state space viewpoint adds a valuable
alternative to the computational toolbox of the modeling
practitioner using our reference implementation.
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Figure 2: (a) Intensity of aircraft incidents modeled by a log Gaussian Cox process with the mean and approxi-
mate 90% confidence regions visualized (N = 35,959). (b) The time course of the seasonal effect in the airline
accident intensity, plotted in a year vs. month plot (with wrap-around continuity between edges).
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